CDF Run II, 2.0 fb • Set 95% C.L. lower limits on the effective Planck scale, M s :
TeV for n d = 2 (7)
• PRL 102, 051601 ( 
Fermiophobic Higgs in Diphotons
• Diphoton final state appealing since photon ID efficiency and energy resolution is better than jets
• Fermiophobic Higgs models does not allow couplings to fermions • Look for a resonance in the diphoton mass distribution Signature Based Searches
• So far, have tested a couple of non standard models, but...
• There are reasons for not picking a given exotic model ♦ Which one? There are a lot! ♦ New models may exist in the future
♦ Is not the Standard model a good model to test?
• CDF has performed some signature-based searches 
• Probability, assuming there is no SM ttγ production, for the bkgs. alone to produce as many events as observed (16), is 1% (2.3σ)
• Assuming that the difference between the non top bkg. and the number of observed events is due to ttγ SM production, σ ttγ = 0.15 ± 0.08 pb ♦ σ ttγ (SM) = 0.080 ± 0.011 pb • Submitted to PRD (arXiv:0905.0231) 
